Addendum to 2011-2012 Southwestern University Catalog
The 2011-2012 SU Catalog is now available, and online much earlier than before! The online catalog is the official
publication this year, with only a limited number of printed Catalogs, mainly for academic advisors. We are using a
new Flash-based service that we hope will make it easier to search. Here is a quick user’s guide to the new Catalog.
To Read:
There are several zoom functions in the Catalog. From the original document, you can click anywhere on the page
and it will zoom in, click again to zoom out. You can also choose the Full Screen option from the tool bar above the
Catalog. In Full Screen, you can also click to zoom in and out. Move your mouse around to see other parts of the
page.
To Search:
The Table of Contents, Index and the list of Majors and Minors are all links. Clicking on any words in these three
sections will take you directly to that section of the catalog. Also, there is a bar on the bottom of the original
document with a series of dots. Clicking on those will take you to the front pages, back pages, and many points in
between.
To Print:
Choose the Full Screen option from the tool bar above the Catalog. Move your mouse to the top, center of the page
and another tool bar will appear. The print button is the second from the right on the tool bar. **Please print
sparingly and only print the few pages you need.**
Note that Flash technology is not rendered well, if at all, by iPhone and other hand-held devices. If accessing the
2011-2012 SU Catalog from a hand held device, the screens may appear mainly blank, except for a PDF option
displayed at the bottom of the page. The PDF might suit you better if you are using a hand-held device, or if you
wish to print certain sections..

Catalog Corrections Noted, but not to be reposted until 2012-2013. The requirements are in effect,
though.
-

EDUCATION BSEd, Elementary Major, EC-6 certification, p 75. EDU44-654 (Language & Literacy
Development in First/Second Language) is required, as it is a requirement for certification.
THE ORGANIZATION OF COURSES, p25.

Courses in the curriculum of the University are expressed in terms of credits. For courses that
have a minimum class time of 150 minutes per week, students should expect to work outside of
class a minimum of 2.5 hours per credit per week. For courses that have a minimum class time
of 200 minutes per week, students should expect to work outside of class a minimum of 2 hours
per credit per week. Class time and out-of-class work for courses yielding fewer than four
credits will be expressed as some proportion of a four-credit course.
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